
First Name Surname/Family Name Symposium Venue_Day UnqN SubID Title
Julia Barth 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 1 577 The role of germline mutation rates and life history traits on speciation in a cichlid fish adaptive radiation

William Booker 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 2 1578 The evolution of cytogenetic diploidization and the consequences of expansion load in polyploid species

Arun Durvasula 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 3 837 Modeling pairwise site pattern co-occurrence to understand Great Ape speciation

James Fleming 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 4 392 Scoutknife: A naive, whole genome informed phylogenetic robusticity metric

Alice Genestier 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 5 586 A model of the PRDM9 dynamics and its role in hybrid sterility and speciation

Ata Kalirad 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 6 1186 Genetic drift promotes and recombination hinders speciation

Maël Lefeuvre 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 7 432 A standardized comparative analysis of ancient DNA kinship estimation methods, using "BADGER" : a high-fidelity ancient DNA pedigree simulations pipeline.

Luísa Marins 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 8 1342 Exploring the evolutionary history of the two-toed sloths (Choloepus) with genomic data: in search of Amazonian cryptic biodiversity

Dashiell Massey 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 9 755 Simulating assortative mating by global ancestry in admixed populations

Ferdinand Petit 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 10 706 Topological comparaison of coalescent tree inference tools

Yakov Pichkar 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 11 1551 Fine-scale cultural variation reinforces genetic population structure in England

Iker Rivas-González 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 12 828 TRAILS: tree reconstruction of ancestry using incomplete lineage sorting

Marjolaine Rousselle 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 13 1110 Evolution and determinants of reproductive isolation in the pea aphid speciation continuum

Luciana Santoferrara 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 14 1057 The fuzzy line between species and populations in the marine microbial world: a study case based on shelled ciliated protists

Lodovico Sterzi 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 15 997 Comparative genomics reveals clinical and environmental Serratia marcescens lineages with specific gene content and gene flow patterns

Diego Veliz-Otani 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 16 1327 From Buffalo to Cattle: The Unidirectional Migration of Theileria Parva and the Emergence of East Coast Fever

Nadia Aubin-Horth 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 17 25 Using authentic situations in evolutionary biology in an active-learning activity to support the development of professional identity in undergraduate biology students.

Josefa Gonzalez 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 18 1657 Melanogaster: Catch The Fly!: A Citizen Science Network In Adaptation Genomics

Florin Mircea Iliescu 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 19 1282 Science belongs to everyone in the genomic era

John Lees 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 20 261 Interactive population genetics for everybody

Michele Leone 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 21 862 moulting.org: Citizen Science for arthropod moulting

Sarah Mueller 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 22 628 Bridging the gap: How can genetic analysis translate to conservation action in the Eurasian lynx

Maddie Olvey 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 23 1457 Annotation of the Roc1a gene in Drosophila species, a course-based undergraduate research project contributing to study of the evolution and function of the insulin signaling pathway through the Genomics Education Partnership

Fernando Racimo 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 24 59 The biospheric emergency calls for scientists to change tactics

Daniel Taub 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 25 1300 Peer-reviewed Journal Articles Intended for a General Audience are Well-read and Well-Cited

Elena Zerkin 21 - Science For Everybody: Education and Outreach in Molecular Biology and Evolution EC_24 26 1194 Annotation of thesrl gene in Drosophila species, a course-based undergraduate research project contributing to study of the evolution and function of the insulin signaling pathway through the Genomics Education Partnership (GEP)

Eva Biggs 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 27 121 Beyond the theory: From holobiont concept to microbiome engineering

Marijn Ceelen 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 28 1258 Not just nutrients. The effect of Horizontal Gene Transfer on the evolution of bacterial predatorMyxococcus xanthus.

Luis Miguel Chevin 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 29 1529 Experimental evolution of epigenetic, transcriptomic, and higher-level plasticity in response to environmental predictability in a halotolerant microalga

Amy Gooch 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 30 950 Expanding the Substrate Scope of Fluoroacetate Dehalogenase Enzymes via Directed Evolution

Cecile Lorrain 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 31 560 Evolvability potential and constraints for a major wheat pathogen under fungicide stress

Jason Pienaar 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 32 292 Coevolution between tardigrades and mosses and a signaling role for host secondary metabolites in tardigrade desiccation tolerance

Karissa Plum 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 33 1070 Adaptation to Elevated Temperature and its Consequences

Gisela Rodriguez Sanchez 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 34 1462 Unravelling the hidden genetics of Wrinkly Spreaders

Shreya Routh 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 35 293 Can standing genetic variations be detrimental for survival and adaptation to new environments?

Mario Santer 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 36 1561 The more, the merrier? The evolution of antibiotic resistance on multicopy plasmids

Sarah Schaack 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 37 1341 Causes and Consequences of Mutation Rate Variation: Testing Key Predictions With Experimental Data from Daphnia magna

Niklas Steube 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 38 1073 Fortuitous origin of allosteric control in cyanobacterial photoprotection

Cecilia Trivellin 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 39 1233 Evolution of microbial robustness in fluctuating environments

Pranav Unnikrishnan 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 40 1532 Evidence of 6Pgdh polymorphism in the wild and its associated tradeoffs in life-history traits

Luis Ever Vega Cabrera 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 41 1159 An increase in chromosome copy number drives rapid adaptation in a cold-adapted bacterium

Sarah Wacker 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 42 744 Genotype-Phenotype Characterization of Biofilms Produced by Bacillus Wild Isolates

Pu Wang 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 43 864 Disentangling selection, contingency, and chance during the convergent evolution of multicellular yeasts

Nico Appold 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 44 1067 Metabolic confinement and release of resistant mutants is governed by collective cell dynamics in dense populations

Charles Baer 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 45 636 COSMIC signature and transcriptional (a)symmetry of spontaneous mutations inCaenorhabditis elegans

Mary Boyd 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 46 905 The Diversity of Placenta Invasiveness in Mammals and the Relationship Between Placenta Invasiveness and Cancer Risk

Meritxell Brunet Guasch 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 47 1424 Mutation-driven extinction of hyper-mutated tumours: a multi-type critical birth-death process

Ramon Diaz-Uriarte 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 48 340 Cancer progression and evolutionary event accumulation models: implicit evolutionary assumptions, interpretational hurdles, and why computationally inefficient procedures might allow faster scientific exploration and critical assessment

Maximilian Eiche 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 49 685 Towards optimizing evolution-based therapy strategies: A tailored 3D tumoroid model for the real-time tracking of therapy failure dynamics

Alison Feder 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 50 1396 State-dependent evolutionary models reveal modes of solid tumor growth

James Ferrare 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 51 1458 Evolution of Evolvability in Rapidly Adapting Populations

J Nicholas Fisk 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 52 676 Extreme selection induced by erlotinib therapy constrains mutational diversification of EGFR-driven lung adenocarcinoma

Théotime Grohens 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 53 1382 Quantification of selection against neoantigen formation in human cancer tumors

Jaime Iranzo 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 54 390 Pervasive conditional selection of driver mutations and modular epistasis networks in cancer

Umesh Kalathiya 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 55 451 Investigating the quality-control checkpoint components from the nonsense mediated mRNA decay pathway

Jona Kayser 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 56 955 Evolutionary rescue of resistant mutants is governed by a balance between radial expansion and selection in compact populations

Franziska Kellers 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 57 710 Whole-exome sequencing of five mixed neuroendocrine-non-neuroendocrine neoplasms of the gastrointestinal tract

Elle Loughran 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 58 608 Karyotypic Evolution of Near-Haploid and Low-Hypodiploid Tumours

Jeffrey Mandell 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 59 1603 Software supporting customizable models of oncogenesis makes somatic evolutionary hypotheses testable

Veselin Manojlovic 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 60 637 Fluctuating methylation clocks for inferring the evolutionary history of human cancers

Conrado Martinez-Cadenas 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 61 1488 Evolution of somatic mutations in healthy cutaneous tissue: acquisition, selection and expansion of cancer driver mutations in the skin

Nathaniel Mon Pere 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 62 349 Clonal interference in haematopoietic stem cells

Mariana Natalino 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 63 1242 From Yeast to Cancer: Understanding the Impact of Nutrient Sensing in the Evolutionary Adaptation to Genomic Instability

Madeleine Oman 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 64 48 Modelling the predictors of mutability variation in healthy tissues

Carmen Ortega Sabater 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 65 1547 Understanding the relationship between karyotype heterogeneity, chromosomal instability and prognosis in childhood B-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia through a mathematical and ecological lens

Cristiano Parmeggiani 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 66 903 Does maternal-fetal conflict explain the variation in cancer rates across mammals?

Yosuke Seto 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 67 963 Elucidating molecular mechanisms of anti-cancer drug tolerance in lung cancer using single-cell technology

Anastasia Stolyarova 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 68 805 Mutation bias in driver genes reveals distribution of effects of oncogenic mutations

Francesco Terenzi 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 69 511 A Bayesian framework to infer selection strengths of extrachromosomal DNAs in human cancers

Qianci Yang 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 70 936 Mathematical modelling of effector T cell stimulation, elimination and binding with target cancer cells

Anastasia Yankovskiy 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 71 410 Evolutionary prediction of the location of primary tumors using mutational signature

Noah Bourne 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 72 810 The genomic basis of an obligate ant-plant symbiosis

Shuyi Deng 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 73 314 A deep learning method for estimating fine-scale INDEL mutation rates

Janna Fierst 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 74 1383 Structural mutations and Mutator transposons in Phylum Nematoda

Michael Goldberg 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 75 1452 Selective dynamics of interruptions at short tandem repeats

Einat Hazkani-Covo 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 76 288 Compensatory frameshifts are common in Saccharomyces cerevisiae genes

Gholamhossein Jowkar 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 77 983 Patterns of Indel Evolution in Six Mammalian Orthologous Proteomes using Poisson Indel Process

Paola Laurino 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 78 123 Insertions and deletions mediate cofactor specificity and functional transition

Alice Ledda 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 79 1517 Is there such a thing as plasmid phylogenetics?

Dorota Mackiewicz 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 80 1275 The minimization of harmful effects of point and frameshift mutations by the standard genetic code

Fabrizio Mafessoni 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 81 843 A probabilistic method to infer the role of INDEL-generating DNA repair mechanisms on genome diversity across species

Rui Pinto 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 82 1572 From PseudoChecker2.0 to PseudoViz: a story of gene loss

Edmundo Torres-Gonzalez 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 84 883 Age-Related Accumulation of De Novo Indels in Mitochondrial DNA of Mice, Macaques, and Humans

Fengyu Tu 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 85 76 Impact of traits variation of random mutations on species diversity in predator-prey coevolution

Flavia Villani 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 86 1404 Building a Pangenome Graph for the HXB/BXH Recombinant Inbred Rat Strain Family: Enhanced Discovery of Complex Variants and Validation with Sanger Sequencing

Adrian Arellano 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 87 929 Timing bacterial evolution using the Great Oxidation Event

Philip Bell 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 88 19 Are viruses the key to unlocking the eukaryogenesis puzzle?

Hugo Bonnefous 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 89 999 Phylosystemics: how to infer ancestral molecular interaction networks, and why it is exciting.

Auden Cote-l'Heureux 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 90 1480 Foraminifera maintain consistent amino acid usage despite extreme codon usage bias in multiple non-monophyletic clades
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Ore Francis 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 91 1130 Expanding Protein Complex Prediction Across the Eukaryotic Tree of Life

Rebecca Gawron 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 92 1363 Using single-cell omics data to identify species and symbionts in uncultivable microbes

Saioa Manzano 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 93 556 Horizontal Gene Transfer in Asgard Archaea

Giacomo Mutti 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 94 538 Using phylomes to investigate non-vertical inheritance across eukaryotes

Anna Nenarokova 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 95 1089 Resolving the prokaryote-to-eukaryote transition using new phylogenomic models of endosymbiosis

Paul Taylor 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 96 804 The Evolution of Neurotransmission and the Origin of the Animals

Guifré Torruella Cortés 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 97 381 Euk-2-Us: Linking the origin of eukaryotes to the diversification of animals and fungi with genomics of flagellates

Marica Baldoni 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 98 1315 Insights on zoonotic disease in cat domestication through ancient pathogen genomics

Tim Brandler 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 99 1336 Evaluating the Performance of Cophylogenetic Methods

Laura Carrillo Olivas 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 100 1384 Paleogenomic study of human pathogens in the colonial period of Mexico City

Margherita Colucci 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 101 1175 Diseases and human co-evolution: modelling malaria spread in the late Pleistocene

Flavio De Angelis 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 102 413 Polygenic adaptation to pathogens was modulated by major infectious disease outbreaks in Western Eurasia.

Daniel Falush 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 103 485 Meat without vegetables: An ancient ecotype of Helicobacter pylori found in indigenous populations and animal adapted lineages.

Alan Godínez-Plascencia 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 104 452 Evaluating in silico HLA typing of low-coverage, shotgun sequencing aDNA data

Tábita Hünemeier 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 105 225 Unveiling the pathogen-driven evolution in Native American populations

Abigail Jarosz 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 106 407 Functional determinants of an ERV-Fc1(a) ancestor and its derived variants.

Emrah Kirdök 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 107 1520 aMeta: an accurate and memory-efficient ancient Metagenomic profiling workflow

George Long 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 108 81 A 14th century CE Brucella melitensis genome and the recent expansion of the Western Mediterranean clade

Miguel Alejandro Navarro 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 109 784 A new scope: Paleoproteomics for paleopathogen identification

Xuebing Ni 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 110 1006 Metavirome of 31 tick species provides a compendium of 1,801 RNA virus genomes

Jonas Niemann 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 111 1098 Parasites lost: Parasite detection in ancient and modern metagenomic datasets

Zoé Pochon 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 112 1515 Infectious diseases in the Late Viking Age town of Sigtuna

Nicola Rambaldi Migliore 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 113 393 Genomic evidence for adaptation to tuberculosis in the Andes before European contact

Aigerim Rymbekova 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 114 540 A historical monkeypox genome of a zoo outbreak

Patrícia Santos 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 115 1261 The Neolithic transition from a bacterial perspective: a population genetic approach

Frederik Seersholm 28 - Host-pathogen co-evolutionary dynamics through the lens of Paleogenomics EC_24 116 1395 An Outbreak of the Stone Age Plague in a Large Extended Family

Cintia Povill 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 117R 1429 Evolutionary history of howler monkeys (Atelidae, Alouattinae)

Carlos Sarabia 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 118R 1438 Finding the hidden haplotypes: how to detect signatures of selective sweeps under different demographic models in admixed populations using SWIF(r)

Xiaojun Wang 18 - Modeling the genomic, social, and ecological drivers of speciation EC_24 119R 521 A Novel Bacterial Speciation Process Observed in a Symbiotic Marine Population

Anne Genissel 22 - Experimental evolution of non-model species and systems EC_24 120R 1486 Adaptive transcriptome rewiring in a fungal pathogen in response to fluctuating environment

David Castellano 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 121R 486 The distributions of fitness effects of tumor mutational signatures

Kimberly Skead 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 122R 423 Selection acting on mosaic chromosomal alterations in blood impacts molecular function and cancer risk among humans

Michael Tassia 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 123R 908 Telomere shortening limits the evolution of somatic mutations in clonal hematopoiesis

Stephanie Yan 23 - Evolutionary approaches to understand cancer across scales EC_24 124R 383 Evolutionary simulations inform the origins of clonal hematopoiesis

Aaron Kollasch 24 - Indels: computational methods, evolutionary dynamics, and biological applications EC_24 125R 1615 Predicting the functional impact of human indel variants using deep generative models of evolutionary data

Charley McCarthy 25 - The puzzle of eukaryotic cellular origins EC_24 126R 1439 Modelling branch-specific amino acid compositional heterogeneity in phylogenetic datasets.

Ruth Hershberg 02 - Editor Symposium SP_24 127 1649 Metabolic adaptation to consume butyrate under prolonged resource exhaustion

Yuseob Kim 02 - Editor Symposium SP_24 128 939 Positive feedback between demographic and fitness fluctuation greatly amplifies population size oscillation and causes long-term, multi-locus oscillation of allele frequencies

Koichiro Tamura 02 - Editor Symposium SP_24 129 947 Reenacting adaptive migration from tropical zone to temperate zone by Drosophila albomicans using evolve and resequence

Anique Ahmad 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 130 492 Falcon gut microbiome is shaped by diet and enriched in Salmonella

Tania Alonso Vásquez 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 131 576 HGFIT: Assessing the impact of HGT on metabolic fitness through the simulation of 11 million transfer events

Rajeev Azad 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 132 909 Reconstructing horizontal gene flow network to understand prokaryotic evolution

Paul Banse 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 133 1034 Modeling the interplay between structural variations and substitutions generates saltational evolutionary dynamics.

Stephanie Bedhomme 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 134 940 Deciphering the horizontal traffic rules of aminoglycoside resistance genes

João Botelho 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 135 18 Defense systems are pervasive across chromosomally integrated mobile genetic elements and are inversely correlated to virulence and antimicrobial resistance

Patricia Brito 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 136 1060 Comparative transcriptomic analysis of native and HGT genes in a fruitophylic yeast lineage.

Erin Cafferty 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 137 1587 Evolution of viral mimicry following host gene acquisition

Hsiao-Han Chang 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 138 912 Inferring recent selection forces shaping the evolution of dengue viruses based on polymorphism data across geographic scales

Billie Cullison 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 139 1393 Evaluating the specificity of meiosis-specific genes

Tsedenia Denekew 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 140 549 Obesity is associated with distinct microbial composition and diversity in the oral microbiome of Emiratis

Johannes Effe 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 141 1058 Stabilizing the unstable: How stability systems affect plasmid fitness

Daria Evseeva 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 142 747 Diversification of two-partner secretion systems in the bacterial plant pathogen Ralstonia solanacearum

Michael Finnegan 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 143 300 Goldilocks and the synonymous variant that was just right: Antibiotic resistance levels determined by compatibility between host genome and the incoming horizontally transferred gene

Marco Fondi 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 144 601 Evolution of quorum sensing regulatory circuits through the acquisition of additional feedback loops.

Stefano Gaiarsa 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 145 1263 How to measure bacterial genomic plasticity? New insights and implications for human pathogens

Carla Gonçalves 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 146 765 Interplay between gene loss and horizontal gene transfer shape evolutionary rates in a eukaryotic lineage

Padraic Heneghan 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 147 699 To Catch a Killer: Killer Plasmid and Anticodon Nuclease Discovery, Characterization, and Phylogenetics

Samuel Horsfield 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 148 137 Comparing evolutionary characteristics of diverse bacterial pathogens using PopPUNK

Philip Johnson 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 149 1619 Acquisition biases in CRISPR-Cas adaptive immune systems

Catherine Kagemann 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 150 889 An evaluation of Drosophila melanogster female gene expression associated with the rescue of the bag of marbles (bam) hypomorph fertility defect by Wolbachia pipientis.

Zhiru Liu 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 151 876 Dynamics of bacterial recombination in the human gut microbiome

Neil Macalasdair 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 152 603 Producing Improved Pangenome Phylogenies

Rebecca Man 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 153 786 The influence of lateral transduction on bacterial genome content and structure

Gemma Murray 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 154 1118 The emergence and diversification of a zoonotic pathogen from within the microbiota of intensively farmed pigs

Samuel O'Donnell 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 155 60 Starships as a driving force during the domestication of Penicillium species

Kiran Paranjape 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 156 771 Host-adaptation of Legionella pneumophila to macrophages and amoebae through experimental evolution

Elena Romero 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 157 1407 Elevated HIV viral load is associated with higher recombination rate in vivo.

Marcus Ho Hin Shum 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 158 1052 Recombination associated with the emergence of mcr-3 and mcr-7

Alix Thivolle 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 159 1146 Genome of a highly specific obligate parasite reveals a high turnover rate of collagen-like genes

Yiqing Wang 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 160 643 Transposable elements drive the evolution of multiple drug resistance plasmids

Aaron Weimann 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 161 1229 Evolution and host-specific adaptation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Fiona Whelan 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 162 1027 Gene-gene associations in microbes from human-associated microbial communities

Justin Gupta 04 - Origins, evolution and ecology of microbial hopeful monsters SP_24 522 1335 Autolysis as a Mechanism for Coexistence inPseudomonas aeruginosa

Ogün Adebali 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 163 1505 PHACT: Phylogeny-Aware Computing of Tolerance for Missense Mutations

Carlos Albors 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 164 1406 A Benchmark Task for Language Models of Human DNA

Jordan Anderson 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 165 907 Machine Learning Inference Of Effective Population Size Over Time Using Single Diploid Samples.

Lucia Barzilai 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 166 120 Signatures of natural selection on tree shape metrics from serially sampled intrahost viral phylogenies

Gherard Batisti Biffignandi 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 167 1313 Classification or regression? Accuracy and interpretability of machine-learning based prediction accuracy of semi-quantitative genetic traits

Alan Beavan 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 168 364 Contingency, Repeatability and Predictability in the Evolution of a Prokaryotic Pangenome.

Madleina Caduff 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 169 1312 Accurate identification of sex-linked scaffolds and sex karyotypes from low-depth and ancient samples

Alejandro Ceron-Noriega 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 170 491 Machine learning assisted gene annotation of a nematode phylogeny by proteotranscriptomics

Moisès Coll Macià 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 171 1586 A genomic method for dating and geographically locating ancient samples

Trevor Cousins 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 172 178 The effect of background selection on demographic inference

Keith Crandall 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 173 115 deepBreaks: a machine learning tool for identifying and prioritizing genotype-phenotype associations

Elizabeth Cummins 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 174 399 Identifying genetic events that potentiate multi-drug resistance in Escherichia coli with machine learning

Maria Fariello Rico 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 176 1588 Deep learning for genomic prediction and tasks learned on the way.

M. A. Thanuja Fernando 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 177 141 Testing the accuracy of phylogenetic trees built by placing DNA barcode sequences: implications of backbone tree completeness and species missingness pattern

Valentina Galeone 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 178 506 Rules of co-occurring mutations in Influenza Virus A

Marie-Claire Harrison 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 179 191 Machine Learning Illuminates How Diet Influences the Evolution of Galactose Metabolism in Saccharomycotina Yeasts

Mark Harrison 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 180 958 Discovering Genomic Footprints of Eusocial Evolution with Machine Learning

Xin Huang 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 181 27 A comprehensive benchmarking for ghost introgression tract analysis with supervised learning

Meris Johnson-Hagler 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 182 1399 How Many Bacterial Samples Do We Need to Make a Good Predictive Machine Learning Model?

Daniel Jordan 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 183 1093 Prediction of recessive inheritance for missense variants in human disease

Kevin Korfmann 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 184 174 Simultaneous Inference of Past Demography and Selection from the Ancestral Recombination Graph under the Beta Coalescent

Lukas Kuderna 07 - Computational evolutionary genomics in the era of machine learning SP_24 185 102 Identification of conserved sequence elements across 242 primate genomes with deep learning
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